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I am Avatar 8 You are Avatar is the incomparable diamond of contemporary spiritual wisdom and
practice.Eons ago, a scribe recorded the spiritual teachings of Avatar. Now, author Michelle
Stone reproduces these teachings in their truest and purest forms and offers spiritual
understanding and wisdom to every reader. Michelles writings are truly authentic and divinely
inspired. She writes from the soul to the soul, committed to the spiritual development of
all.Within these pages, discover enlightenment via intimate conversations with the divine.
Insights on joy will linger in the mind like the scent of roses. Take a golden journey into realms of
wisdom, truth, and pure love. There is transformative potential in this book as the qualms of life
are overtaken by the serene and meditative.Michelle believes in the transformative potential of
teaching and learning. Nonetheless, she would argue that it is her life experience and lessons
gleaned that most compel and inspire her writing. She believes in the inherent power, potential,
and purpose of each individual, so long as we learn to live authentic lives of divine guidance.

"Catches the tone and spirit of St. John and this gospel’s profound coherence with other
traditions, particularly the Hindu tradition in India and of course the Bhagavad Gita." (Father
Thomas Berry, co-author of The Universe Story)"Looking at Christ through Hindu eyes,
Ravindra's 'external' view of Christ is in ways more faithful to Christian history than much
Western Christology now manages to be. This makes Christ the Yogi something of a landmark in
interfaith dialogue." (Huston Smith, author of The World's Religions)"The book's real value lies in
bringing readers into contact with the Gospel itself, highlighting its yogic nature, connecting us to
the mystery that leads to rebirth in the Spirit." (Yoga International)"The main qualification for an
interpreter of a religious text is the ability to discern true wisdom--something Ravindra certainly
can do. . . . Christ the Yogi is one of the best studies on a book of the Bibles that I have read. It
has opened aspects of John's Gospel that were previously closed to me." (Gnosis, 1998)"A
loving pondering over one of the most beautiful and probably most esoteric of the Four Gospels
of the Christian tradition." (The Theosophical Society)"This nonsectarian evaluation of Jesus
and the Gospel of John is another good example of the fruits of interfaith dialogue." (Frederic
Brussat, Cultural Information Service)“A dazzlingly brilliant spiritual and cross-cultural study of
the most mystical of the books of the Bible, the Gospel of John. Few will finish this book
unchanged, either intellectually or spiritually.” (Robert Ellwood, author of The Cross and the
Grail)“Shows the benefits that cross-cultural perspectives can bring, helping readers to see with
the heart as well as the head. . . . The best study of St. John’s Gospel that I have found.” (James
George, Parabola)"In this new revision, Mr. Ravinda is surely helping to establish an interfaith
sensibility in which beauty and truth in all religions can be simultaneously appreciated and
embraced." (The Beacon, May/June 2005)“Through the Gospel of John and references to the



Bhagavad Gita, which are both cosmological and mystical, the author, in this book, brings about
a cross-cultural spiritual presentation, which is brilliant and electrifying.” (East and West Series,
February 2013)“If you’re looking for an in-depth, metaphysical analysis of the New Testament’s
Fourth Gospel, you won’t do any better than Canadian Physics and Comparative Religion
Professor Ravi Ravindra’s The Gospel of John in the Light of Indian Mysticism.” (Alan Glassman,
New Dawn, June 2013)From the Back CoverMYSTICISM / CHRISTIAN STUDIES“Catches the
tone and spirit of St. John and this gospel’s profound coherence with other traditions, particularly
the Hindu tradition in India and of course the Bhagavad Gita.”--Father Thomas Berry, coauthor of
The Universe Story“A dazzlingly brilliant spiritual and cross-cultural study of the most mystical of
the books of the Bible, the Gospel of John. Few will finish this book unchanged, either
intellectually or spiritually.”--,Robert Ellwood author of The Cross and the Grail“Shows the
benefits that cross-cultural perspectives can bring, helping readers to see with the heart as well
as the head. . . . The best study of St. John’s Gospel that I have found.”--James George,
ParabolaThe Gospel of John differs notably from the other canonical gospels in its overall point
of view concerning Jesus Christ and his mission on earth: It is much more cosmological in scale
and mystical in nature and has long been considered more esoteric. In The Gospel of John in
the Light of Indian Mysticism Ravi Ravindra explores this scripture--which he considers one of
the world’s great spiritual texts--from a Hindu perspective, taking us into the heart of St. John’s
words. His commentary on the verses in the gospel eloquently and convincingly reveals the
interconnectedness of all faiths and the growing need in today’s world for interfaith dialogue. For
those concerned with the emergence of a universal spirituality, Ravindra provides a source of
light, a translucent pool of wisdom that offers from its depths an immense and lasting spiritual
vision.Born and educated in India before moving to Canada, RAVI RAVINDRA holds master’s
degrees in technology, physics, and philosophy and a Ph.D. in physics. He was the founding
director of the Threshold Award for Integrative Knowledge and is currently professor emeritus at
Dalhousie University in Halifax, where he served as professor and chair of comparative religion
and adjunct professor of physics. His other books include Science and the Sacred, Krishnamurti:
Two Birds on One Tree, Yoga and the Teaching of Krishna, and Whispers from the Other Shore.
He lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia.--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorBorn
and educated in India before moving to Canada, Ravi Ravindra holds master’s degrees in
technology, physics, and philosophy and a Ph.D. in physics. He was the founding director of the
Threshold Award for Integrative Knowledge and is currently professor emeritus at Dalhousie
University in Halifax, where he served as professor and chair of comparative religion and adjunct
professor of physics. His other books include Science and the Sacred, Krishnamurti: Two Birds
on One Tree, Yoga and the Teaching of Krishna, and Whispers from the Other Shore. He lives in
Halifax, Nova Scotia.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.IntroductionSince I
was brought up in India, my psyche is naturally Indian in its early formation. When I read the
Gospel According to St. John, I am struck by many similarities with the Indian traditions, and, of
course, by many differences. In trying to understand the Gospel, I have found some Indian texts



specifically helpful in bringing a new way of looking at a metaphor or in enlarging the
appreciation of something that has been understood. I am persuaded that the major division in
the human psyche is not horizontal or regional, dividing the Eastern from the Western soul; but
that it is vertical and global, separating the few from the many, and the spiritual, inner and
symbolical way of understanding from the material, outer and literal one--culturally as well as in
each human soul.My understanding of the Hindu tradition is that it aims at Sanatana Dharma
(eternal order) of which at its best it is one representation, and that the tradition is most fulfilled
only when it succeeds in leading one to the Truth beyond itself and beyond oneself, to
experience It and to become one with It. One is born prakrita (natural, common, unformed); one
must attempt to die sanskrita (well sculpted, cultured, educated). The truly educated person, the
formation of which is the real aim and meaning of any spiritual path, of any yoga, is the one who
is internally rightly ordered, and, in the words of the Bhagavad Gita (6:29), “sees the Self in
everyone, and everyone in the Self, seeing everywhere impartially.”Everywhere, the one Truth
and one Being, or simply the One, has manifested itself in many truths, myriad beings and many
selves, corresponding to different times, places, cultures, religions and needs. According to the
Shatapatha Brahmana (I,7,2,1-5), when a person is born, simultaneously are born obligations to
the Gods, to the sages, to the ancestors, and to the community. Out of these, the obligation to
the sages is met by studying the Veda (literally, ‘sacred knowledge’); this is how we repay our
debt to them.We are living at a special moment in world history: for the first time now it seems to
be possible for us to be free from our cultural isolation and to become heirs to the wisdom and
truth as much of the Christ as of Lao-tzu, of Krishna and of the Buddha, if we would. In the global
village that we live in, as we have access to the words and teachings of more sages, our
obligations are also increased. I hope to meet a part of my obligation to the Christian sages by
studying the Gospel According to St. John, which represents the Christian Veda par
excellence.However, in paying our debts to the sages and the saints, we must not forget a yet
higher obligation: that to the Vastness beyond. It is This that the sages behold and to which they
themselves are beholden; they show us that the Kingdom is neither in this place nor in that, but
in each individual soul that is centered in the present moment on the only One Who Is. As Christ
said, “Believe me, woman, an hour is coming when you will worship the Father neither on this
mountain, nor in Jerusalem. An hour is coming, and is already here, when those who are real
worshippers will worship the Father in spirit and in truth. Indeed it is just such worshippers the
Father seeks. God is Spirit and those who worship Him must worship in spirit and in truth” (John
4:21,23-24).Chapter 1The Word became flesh and dwelt in us, and we have seen his glory, such
glory as befits the Father’s only Son, full of grace and truth. (1:14)Here we encounter the central
core of spirituality, the very heart of the practice: the Incarnation. Precisely because of its
profundity, it is a mystery, highly cherished wherever the word mystery has not been denuded of
its spiritual power. We have become habituated to the notion of mystery as in a murder mystery
or a detective novel, in which the solution is found either when we accidentally stumble upon a
missing clue or when we cleverly deduce it from other information. But, as far as spiritual



mysteries are concerned, no amount of data or clues or information or cleverness at reasoning
can lead us to solve the mystery. Spiritual mysteries always remain mysteries; they cannot be
solved, simply because their mysteriousness is not a result of any missing data; it arises from
their fullness which cannot be wholly comprehended by our ordinary mind. On the other hand, if
we let such a mystery play its proper role, and by submitting to it in contemplation we allow it to
work in us, we can ourselves be raised to the level of a higher mind, and higher still, without end.
At that vantage point of the right mind, the mystery is not solved, but the knots of the mind are
resolved. And the mystery has been instrumental in this movement as a koan can be in the
practice of Zen. A genuine mystery carries with it the living water for a true baptism, an initiation
to another level of being, a new birth. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the
AuthorBorn and educated in India before moving to Canada, Ravi Ravindra holds master’s
degrees in technology, physics, and philosophy and a Ph.D. in physics. He was the founding
director of the Threshold Award for Integrative Knowledge and is currently professor emeritus at
Dalhousie University in Halifax, where he served as professor and chair of comparative religion
and adjunct professor of physics. His other books include Science and the Sacred, Krishnamurti:
Two Birds on One Tree, Yoga and the Teaching of Krishna, and Whispers from the Other Shore.
He lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read
more
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In honour of and dedicated to:The one who has sought Truth, meaning in brokenness and the
Divine within the ordinary.To the one who has sought a miracle.To the one who desires intimacy



within and with another and thus desires to answer the call and potential of their soul: to see and
be seen. You are of Love and of Love you are destined to become.To the one who believes in a
spiritual path, purpose, and potential and is relentless in their search for another way of
being.And thus, this book is dedicated to the one who desires to fully become the being they
were destined to be…You are the one of the One; you are the greatest one.

Man’s greatest desire was and remains to see and be seen in the totality and truth of all that
he is; truly Divine. He is of Divine purpose, potential and nature. Man desires not a miracle but
rather a world in which he can truly be free: to love and to be loved.

Avatar: a manifestation of a deity or released soul in bodily form on Earth, a Divine teacher on
Earth.

∞ Preface ∞ The Present Day: The State of Play…People seek a spiritual experience, a defining
or life altering experience that will truly make the unknown known and the hidden revealed. Yet,
in this state of constant search, the spiritual is treated as an elusive concept that always remains
slightly out of reach. For many, hiding has become an acceptable and unyielding existence.
‘Nobody’s perfect’ and ‘I’m only human’ have become commonplace statements and perhaps
excuses for failure to accept responsibility for one’s actions, behaviour and one’s conscious
evolution.Nonetheless, the hunger to be truly seen and known compels and drives the individual
forward. Belief and hope are the sustenance that sustains the soul when the shallow existence
fails and life crumbles unapologetically around you. In moments of deep despair, one only has
the sanctuary of one’s own soul and whilst others are willing witnesses and compassionate
companions…it remains that one must truly face himself alone.Yet, the spiritual remains ever-
present because the deepest place within is always accessible. One needs not a miracle, rather
one needs a shift in one’s way of being. One must come to know himself as small in his
understanding of all that happens within and around him and as if almost paradoxical…one
must also know himself as powerful beyond measure. Man, must come to know himself as he
truly is; of Divine purpose, potential and nature. He is connected to all that was, all that is and all
that is yet to be revealed. He holds influence and he is powerful. In honour of the Divinity within
and above, the spiritual space within must be made manifest in all peoples, places, and
encounters.Man, must commence the journey in the full knowledge that he knows little, is willing
to learn and from this place of innocent trust he will yield the dividend beyond dividends; he will
come to truly know the Divine within and above. Innocent trust will become surefooted
knowledge and wisdom will be his due reward. He will be wise in both his knowingness and his
unknowingness.Man, must learn to observe his own experience of every given moment with a
sense of wonder and search for the deeper meaning, purpose and potential in all peoples,
places, and experiences. This desire will be duly rewarded. Man, will see himself as more than a
mere human and thus come to know himself as he is in truth: a spiritual deity. Man, must engage



with life from the deepest place within him and allow himself to be truly seen, for beyond the
drama and beyond the story, he is only of love. Thus, he must release himself from himself and
trust his heart, for his heart truly knows and love truly is…Man, must seek the magical and
mystical in all that is and be satisfied in the knowledge that whilst he knows much, he also knows
little. He must allow the Divine to work His hand in and around him. He must be the willing victim
and thus the worthy victor.He must find and allow that place within that truly knows and truly
sees to guide his light, life, and actions. In the knowledge that his understanding is truly
incomplete, he is open to finding himself again and again. Thus, he will always be redefining
himself and his experience.From this space of perfect imperfection, he will come to know himself
as he truly is; always in a state of flux and flow. He will desire his own destiny and be open to
allowing his gifts within to be made manifest in the world. He will be humbled by his own talents
as he will know that they are of the Divine and as he has been gifted, he will gift others. He will
find the Divine spark within and become a creative being, joyous that he is of the Divine and that
his potential and purpose are being made manifest to their perfect potential in the world.He will
be creative and destiny will be his path. Rather than perpetuating a hidden existence, he will
show up as he truly is and is destined to be…He will be spiritual and the desired unknown will
become the known…He will see and be seen; of love, he is and of love he is destined to become.

∞ Acknowledgement ∞In honour of the inspired scribe, whose compulsion to record the
teachings of the Avatar gifted many eons ago.He believed in the unseen and was inspired by the
unknown.As he was inspired, he will inspire many; his legacy is your destiny.

∞ Introduction ∞It was and always remains so that the unknown can be revered or feared.And
thus, many silently desired the spiritual existence or the peak experience. As they hid their inner
landscape from themselves and another, their varied inner worlds held one unified desire; they
collectively desired to be truly seen and truly known. They desired to connect with themselves
and another. They wanted to understand within and around. They wanted to truly know that there
was more than their limited human experiencing. They wanted to be spiritual beings.They
searched and searched and yet the spiritual remained slightly obscure. Whilst they knew, they
did not truly know, for if they were as powerful as contended then the humble human was as
much to be revered as feared. And thus, in their silent desire they were connected and their
collective call was so fervent and unrelenting that the Divine answered in a way that both
assured and challenged them…Eons ago, in the year that was, a bright light appeared steadfast
in the sky. It sat between the moon and stars and beside the sun. It remained there for many a
day and night. The multitudes gathered to curiously observe the bright light. Unfortunately, their
curiosity became frustrated unknowingness. ‘Twas as if the initially termed ‘miracle’ was
becoming ordinary…many still desired to see and know more. The sceptics departed and the
firm believers remained. The seekers were overcome with confirmation and affirmation of their
faith. Their investment and reverence in the unknown was duly rewarded as on the thirty third



day a being emerged from the light. He looked exactly like them only he emanated a bright light.
He was in their world but not of their world. He bore the name Avatar.

The book by Kenneth Wong has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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